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microsoft visual c++ was additionally launched
as a free emulator. microdog is likewise equipped
with complete c++ source code for books, a c++
compiler, and a c++ ide for developers to build
c++ programs inside and outside of the
emulator. microdog also presents pre-built virtual
computer images that have already been tested
and put in on common operating-systems. for
example, the virtual pc images on windows xp,
windows 7, and windows vista are already
mounted for a variety of computer hardware
configurations. microsoft windows xp is currently
the most widely used os in the world, and the
majority of the world’s application programs were
likewise created for windows xp. on the other
hand, microsoft visual c++ is still the de facto
programming language for windows. vxworks 6.0
is the basis of microdog. the microdog business
layer provides a complete set of apis that assist
developers to connect to the vxworks® vi and vi-
pe. the business layer also provides a framework
for securing and licensing applications, including
subscription, assessment, or pay-in step-with-use
licensing. furthermore, the business layer
provides the capability to shield applications
developed in different advancement software
program. the microdog business layer api is the
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most effective and really-useful layer for software
package improvement, software program
protection, and licensing. developers can develop
applications using the classic methods of
programming without need to do any custom-
building. the microdog virtual computer images
are also customizable, therefore, developers can
attach different modules to the virtual computer.
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